This album documents the September 21, 1987 dedication of the Milton Harris Building at the National Research Council headquarters in Georgetown, Washington, D.C. The album includes an invitation to the dedication and photographs of the building, Harris, and other dedication honorees and attendees.

Page 1
Invitation to the dedication to the Cecil and Ida Green Building and the Milton Harris Building, 21st of September, at 12:45, September 21, 1987.
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Photo [of Milton Harris Building], undated.
Photo of crowd outside Harris Building, undated.
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Photo of Frank Press, Harris and Cecil Green, undated.
Photo of Harris, Cecil Green and a man in a navy suit, undated.
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Photo of Harris, Cecil Green and 2 women, undated.
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Photo of Harris receiving the podium from Robert White, undated.
Photo of Harris at a table with 11 other people, undated.
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Photo of nine people at a table, undated.
Photo of Harris with Cecil Green, undated.
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Photo of Harris at a podium, undated.
Photo of crowd outside the Cecil and Ida Green Building, undated.
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Photo of Harris and Robert White at a podium, undated.
Photo of 10 people at a table, undated.
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Photo of Donald Fredrickson at a podium, undated.
Photo of Harris with 2 men and a woman, undated.
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Photo of Harris sitting at a table with Frank Press, undated.
Photo of Harris at a podium, undated.
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Photo of Frank Press at a podium, undated.
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Photo of Harris receiving the podium from Robert White, undated.
Photo of Harris at a podium, undated.
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Photo of Cecil Green at a podium, undated.
Photo of Harris with Frank Press and Cecil Green at a table. An older woman is to his right, undated.
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Photo of Harris with Cecil Green, undated.
Photo of Harris at a podium, undated.
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Photo of Harris talking w/ Cecil Green, undated.